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The Corporate Governance Triangle 

Theoretical Ideal 

DIRECTORS 

MANAGEMENT SHAREHOLDERS 
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The Jensen Agency Concern 

DIRECTORS 

MANAGEMENT SHAREHOLDERS 

In the U.S., for example, before takeovers and the rise of 

institutional activism, the Corporate Governance Triangle 

looked like this: 
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The Shareholder Entrenchment  

(Quasi-Agency) Concern 
In low investor protection (or low investor protection 

reputation) environments, the “dominate or be 

dominated” framework results in a different corporate 

governance power allocation. 
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MANAGEMENT 

Controlling/Family 
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Minority 
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Government 
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21st Century U.S. Corporate Governance Triangle 

 

             INVESTMENT $ 

DIRECTORS 

MANAGEMENT SHAREHOLDERS 

Special Class 

SHAREHOLDERS 

But, what is really involved in practice? 

Government 
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A generic list of “typical” duties 
Typical duties of boards of directors include 

governing the organization by establishing broad policies and 

objectives; 

Succession:  selecting, appointing, supporting and reviewing the 

performance of the chief executive; 

ensuring the availability of adequate financial resources; 

approving annual budgets, reviewing strategy; 

accounting to the stakeholders for the organization's 

performance; 

setting management’s & their own salaries and compensation; 

engaging with management, experts, & shareholders on critical 

topics. 

QUESTION: Which items would you rank as top two?  Why? 
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Rock Center 2014 Findings on Succession 

 Only 46% of U.S. Public 

Companies surveyed have a 

formal succession 

development process 

 Only 25% of those companies 

felt there were sufficient 

viable internal CEO 

candidates 

 Most boards treated 

succession as “risk mitigation” 

and not as a process to 

improve the quality of 

candidates for key positions 
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Directors’ Traditional Duties 
 

 U.S. Duty of Loyalty and Duty of Care 
 The “delawyered” 1 minute version 

 The bottomline about director exposure and personal liability 
 

 Good Faith and what it (might) mean 
 Do you remember the Disney Ovitz case? 

 How does this differ in today’s organizations? 
 

 Greater Scrutiny of Director Conduct 

 Inattention and Bad Faith (“knowing persistent distraction?”) 

 Director exposure (not just “liability”…newspaper front page?) 
 

 Director Skills – Should Investors Demand More?  Should Directors? 
 Does the matrix theory of skills give a pass to certain directors? 

 Should directors understand certain concepts better or at a minimum 
level? 

 Should Institutional Investors want the “will bring greatness” director or the 
“help avoid (or mitigate) disaster” director? 
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What can Independent Directors Really Do? 
 The independent director is a foundational component of 

US & European Corporate Governance 

 This is less so (to varying degrees) in other jurisdictions 

 What, however, is the realistic expected effective utility 

of an independent director? 
 Can the director really have a uniquely “positive” impact on a well 

performing company? 

 Or, might the director play the narrower role of: succession, executive 

pay, risk/strategy, navigating (legal) conflicts, and crisis 

avoidance/management? 

 Is it true then that independent directors are relegated to helping a 

company be “less bad” or “not be a disaster” instead of helping a 

company “become great”? 

 Narrowest possible question:  if all independent directors are 

smart, honest, hard working, and well intentioned -  what changes 

in process/method might improve outcomes? 
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Framing:  A letter from your 18 year old daughter 

 Dear Mom & Dad:  I know I’ve been distant, but it has been a busy 

time at college as a freshman, being away from you. 

 Or, I should say, “having been” a college freshman.  I’ve had to 

leave school. 

 I sort of had to – particularly after my boyfriend, while we were at 

the tattoo parlor, got in a fight and shot his drug dealer. 

 Good news is I was given a very short jail sentence and so even 

though I’m 2 months pregnant, my baby will be born after I get out. 

 I know I’ve disappointed you, and I’m very sorry. 

 By the way, none of the above is true. I don’t even have a 

boyfriend!  My grades are good, final exams are next week…but I 

have run out of money.  Can you send me $2000? 

 The decision to send money feels more correct (you are more 

confident) ONLY because of the first 5 points!  (discuss less too!) 

An Example (you’ve probably used) 
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Do little things matter? 

 What if the way you arranged your board meeting 

seating changed how well you performed? 

 What if the time of day when you discuss a critical 

issue impacts whether you get it right (or wrong)? 

 What if the ratio of phone conference calls to live 

meetings radically changed how much risk you are 

willing to take? 

 What if unrelated discussions BEFORE your main 

discussion changed if people will agree with you? 

 Most directors are intelligent, honest, and (importantly) 

very confident they are making the right decisions. 
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What might (institutional?) investors (and 

politicians, shareholders, consumers) really want? 

 Practically:  higher performing independent directors…but 

what does “higher performing” mean? 

 

 If an independent director probably won’t be the direct 

cause of company “greatness” – then what do you want 

from an independent director? 

 

 This has skills & process implications! 
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Useful descriptive framework? 
 The enterprise is a vehicle on a long trip. 

 Management (CEO) is the driver. 

 Who are the passengers? 

 Surprisingly, NOT the shareholders 

 Instead, other non-diversified stakeholders 

 Independent director as back seat driver.   
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Skills, Distraction, and Performance 

 Minimum standards of skill capacity to ensure sufficient 

basic understanding and a foundation to ask questions 

 It would be absurd to have a director attend a meeting without speaking 

the language (and absent any translators) 

 Sometimes the “stupid questions” are the best questions 

 Reliance on 3rd party experts is undermined without certain 

foundational skill and understanding 

 Traditional director skill matrix aspires to make the company great, but 

this analysis might suggest a different skill roster to help make the 

company “avoid being bad” (and care clearly about all shareholders) 
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Shared Attributes of Successful Boards 
 What does the literature say? 

 

 What difference does size (smaller) or family 

involvement make? 

 

 What do we really know? 

 

 What should you therefore do? 
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Influencers (Management) & Audiences 

(Non-Executive Directors) 

Directors should not be an Audience. 
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Cooperative Skepticism as a Method 

 Attentiveness requires technique! 

 Realize the riverbed of your life’s expertise 

 Neurobiological foundation (+ resource depletion) 

 Irony of expertise 

 Perception filtration (a good thing…mostly) 

 Dr. Alice Stewart in the 1940s 

 Leukemia among 2 to 4 year olds in Great Britain 

 X-rays (in utero) as causal factor 

 Lancet in 1956, British Medical Journal in 1958:  3X risk 

 Repeated in US in 1960 (1964 switch of critic) 

 …..x-raying of pregnant mothers stopped…1980. 
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Process Focus Areas 

 Information Flow 

 Sources 

 Diversity 

 Timing 

 In-meeting Management 

 Audience or Engagement? 

 Distractions 

 Interaction Dynamics 

 Timing 

 Capacity to ask dumb questions 

 Agenda Management 

 Sequencing 
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Questions? 
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Information Flow: Best Practices 
 

 Video conferences (or live) 
instead of audio 
[distraction/discernment] 

 

 Advanced delivery of 
materials [inundation] 

 

 Preview materials 
extensively [inundation] 

 
 Prohibit last minute delivery information (including 

powerpoints) [inundation/distraction] 

 Develop multiple sources of information (not just 

from management) [reframing/distraction] 
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Fighting In-Meeting Distraction 

 Not 100% engaged?  Leave the room.  Really.   
[distraction/switching] 

 

 Turn your back (the idea 
of “visceral notice”) 
[distraction/switching] 

 
 Frequent breaks (every 

hour) 
[inundation/switching/brownouts/chan
ge blindness] 

 
 Use the old school 

method (staffing change) 
[switching]  
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Interaction Management:  Best Practices 
 
Avoid gifts [reciprocity] 

 
 

Watch backdrops & set-ups 
[framing/inundation/distraction] 
 

 

Don’t ‘pick-up where you last 
left off’ or assume background 
[incrementalism/mimicry/inundation] 
 
 

Use third-party experts 
effectively 
[framing/incrementalism/mimicry/inundation] 
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Agenda Management:  Best Practices 
 
 Careful with seating & technology [inundation/distraction] 
 

 

 PAUSE long enough for questions [inundation/distraction/mimicry] 

 
 

 Avoid putting important discussions last [mimicry/inundation] 

 
 

 Use consistent, familiar, boring venues 
[distraction/inundation/reciprocity] 

 
 


